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Please reference the attached slides to see APEX Enhancements as of February 2023. 
 
If you have any questions, please reach out to Mike Popko at mpopko@upenn.edu
 
Thanks.
 
Celestine Silverman
Business Administrator
215-898-7593 (office) | 610-608-7206 (cell)
celes@upenn.edu
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APEX Enhancements February 2023



Summary of the Changes:



Feedback feature to allow the end users to submit feedback

Customize feature link added at the bottom of the page

Faster loading of the main and spend dashboard pages

Another flavor of  Grants - 5 Fund Invoice holds report, this new report allows the user to inquire on 5 Fund Invoices on hold by org range, and optionally for a specific Sponsor and 5 Fund

Faster loading of invoices details page when clicking on the links in Invoices on hold by Org, and Invoices on hold by Buyer reports. These reports also now have links for vendor and buyer information – consistent with other reports

The Org parameters on the Invoices on hold by Org and Invoices on hold by Buyer reports have been changed to keep them consistent with other reports, and the LOVs search as you type
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APEX Enhancements February 2023



Summary of the Changes:



Faster loading of invoice details page (Markview image section) when the invoice link is clicked from the various APEX pages

FLEET card is now included in the Spend dashboard and also in the drilldown/detailed spend reports via the card spend and overall spend charts. P-Card label changed to Card in the charts on Spend dashboard and also in the detail reports

Issue with FYTD detailed card spend data not showing the overall spend pie-chart has been fixed

New card type indicator for P-Card, Meeting, Bookstore and Student cards in the Card spend detail reports.

The detailed card spend reports have 2 public filters

The PO Accounts Inquiry report has additional columns which are hidden by default but can be shown/hidden via the Actions -> Columns menu
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